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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
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TODAY, we use our smartphones at work, at home, on the street,
while we’re eating, in bed, and even in our cars. You might be reading
this from a mobile device right now. We don’t leave our home without
our smartphones as we use them to communicate, transact, work and
play, this is the era we are living in, and this is the era where
applications such as UmiChat may thrive.

UMICHAT is a secure and encrypted messaging app with robust
features to meet the ever-evolving needs of our users. Unlike most
other startup projects, we have launched UmiChat Version 1.0 in
November 2019 prior to our token sales. On the first date of this
Whitepaper, UmiChat already has approximately 15,000 users globally.
UmiChat is the hub of the UmiChat Ecosystem that incorporates
seamless access to a myriad of services and functionalities in various
aspects such as security, communication, leisure and transactional
aspects with our encrypted crypto wallets. We aim to attract a
sustainable user base through our freemium model of delivering
innovative services.

UMQ TOKEN will be the utility token used to access and fuel the
UmiChat app and its myriad of services, fulfilling its various roles in our
token economy. A private token sales will be conducted in Q1 2020
priced at USD 0.10 per token.
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02
INTRODUCTION
In UmiChat, no one can add you as s a contact without your permission. You can only be
invited into a chat from someone you know. You can be unsearchable for as long as you want
at your convenience. UmiChat prides itself as a NON-invasive messenger app, you are in full
control of who you are interacting with and in a manner you desire.
UmiChat V1.0 was launched in November 2019. We are in operations since early 2019 and
remain dedicated to realising the goals set forth for UmiChat. We conceptualised UmiChat to
be an integrated smart platform that aims to provide comprehensive solutions for our users,
including the provision of crypto-enabled wallets, chatbot services for businesses and brands,
and simplified payment solutions, all done without compromising security nor privacy of our
users.

GET IT NOW
The safest way to chat with
everyone you know
UmiChat is now available to download for free on
Android stores. The iOS version is in production,
coming your way soon!
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AVAILABLE ON

COMING SOON

ANDROID

APP STORE
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NO PERSONAL DATA COLLECTED,
NO PERSONAL DATA GIVEN.
ENCRYPTED & PROTECTED,
WITH CRYPTO WALLET.
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MARKET
OVERVIEW
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THE MOBILE APP INDUSTRY
With over 3.2 billion smartphone users across the world, it’s no
surprise that the mobile app industry is thriving. App usage and
smartphone penetration are still growing at a steady rate, with an
estimated 3.8 billion smartphone users by 20211.
In 2019, mobile apps are projected to generate more than USD 461
billion in revenues and are estimated to reach USD 935 billion by
20232. App users are undoubtedly one of the world’s biggest
consumer bases.

MOBILE SOCIAL USERS
Currently, 47% of the world’s population are active mobile social
users3, presenting further market growth potential driven by more
affordable smartphones and mobile data plans.

47% of world population are
ACTIVE MOBILE SOCIAL USERS
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MARKET OVERVIEW

THE MESSAGING
APP INDUSTRY
According to Statista, the most popular global mobile messenger apps as of October 2019
include WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, WeChat, QQ Mobile, Snapchat and Telegram, with a
total of 5.36 billion monthly active users4.

Most Popular Global Mobile Messenger Apps as of October 2019
WhatsApp
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Source: Statista

This suggests that most users access more than one messaging app monthly. Consumer tech
and media studies conducted in 2016 have found that while 36% of messaging app users use
two or more such apps on their phones, 16% use three or more5. This ratio is believed to have
grown significantly over the past years given the increasingly varied nature of communications.
For instance, the kind of communication that WhatsApp and WeChat are used for would be very
different from what Snapchat is used for.
Other messaging apps worth mentioning include LINE, KaKaoTalk, Skype, Viber and smaller
ones such as Signal and Threema.
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MARKET OVERVIEW

ACQUISITION &
MONETISATION
WhatsApp
In February 2014, Facebook acquired WhatsApp for USD 19 billion6 – which remains its largest
acquisition to date and one of the largest tech acquisitions in history. This amount was well over
the last prior WhatsApp valuation pegged at USD1.5 billion. The WhatsApp revenue model has
never delivered high returns. In the year preceding the acquisition by Facebook, it charged $1
per year starting from the second year of purchase in some markets that generated USD 1.3
million until early 2016 when this was scrapped. Forbes7 predicted that WhatsApp would come
to generate revenue of $5 billion to $15 billion, with ARPU ranging from $4 to $12 if it can
implement effective monetisation strategies such as the peer-to-peer payments system on its
WhatsApp platform in India8. Facebook Market Cap as of 7 January 2020 is USD 606.57
billion9.

WeChat
WeChat was developed by and belongs to Chinese tech giant Tencent Holdings. It originally
functioned as a simple messenger app – a Chinese equivalent to WhatsApp in essence but has
since evolved successfully into digital payments – WeChat Pay. WeChat’s range of services
gives it the functionality of a whole suite of apps for its huge userbase, with its reach so
complete in China. As with any app belonging to a larger conglomerate organisation, it is hard
to determine how much revenue is ascribable to WeChat from Tencent’s overall figures, but we
can assume the proportion is significant. Tencent reported a total annual revenue of nearly
312.7 billion yuan (USD 44.4 billion) in 2018 with Q1-Q3 2019 registering a 19% increase in
revenue as compared to the same period in 201810. Tencent Holdings Market Cap as of 7
January 2020 is USD 475.51 billion11.
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ACQUISITION &
MONETISATION (cont.)
LINE
LINE is a Japanese instant messenger app, produced by the Japanese subsidiary of Korea’s
internet search giant Naver Corporation. LINE is also popularly used in regional markets such
as Thailand, Indonesia and Taiwan. LINE holds a fairly small global market position with 164m
monthly active users as of Q3 201912, but it does one thing very well; monetising the brand’s IP
in the form of emojis and stickers. The utilisation of visual language has been one of LINE’s key
revenue drivers13, tapping into the creativity of its own user base. Like WeChat it too boasts a
diverse range of functions that go far beyond the initial function of a messenger app. Other
LINE revenue streams include LINE advertising segment, LINE pay, LINE Manga, LINE Music,
etc. LINE reported a total annual revenue of 207.2 billion Japanese yen (USD 1.91 billion) in
2018 with Q1-Q3 2019 registering a 10% increase in revenue as compared to the same period
in 201814. LINE Market Cap as of 7 January 2020 is USD 11.82 billion15. LINE has also recently
launched its crypto exchange for 80 million users in Japan16.

TELEGRAM
Telegram is a perfect example of how a new app can come out of nowhere and achieve 200
million users in a short time. Telegram is a cloud-based messaging app emphasising privacy
and encryption, launched in 2013 and 100% funded by one of its founders, Pavel Durov. In
2014, when Brazil blocked WhatsApp for a few days, between 5 million and 9 million people
jumped to Telegram – they didn’t go to Messenger, WeChat, Viber, etc. Telegram does not
generate revenue as it stands, while it raised over $1.7 billion privately in its ICO for Gram
cryptocurrency which public offering was later halted by SEC’s restraining order in 201817. It is
predicted that Telegram’s cryptocurrency could be worth $4 billion in revenue for Telegram by
202218 if it reaches mass adoption.

Today, we don’t leave our home without our mobile phones
as we use them to communicate, transact, work and play.
While the good news is that messaging apps are more
popular than ever, monetisation and sustainability are
challenges that remain valid. The key lies in staying
connected with the ever-connected consumers.
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CRYPTOCURRENCY OUTLOOK

2017
2017 was supposed to be the year that blockchain and cryptocurrency
took over the world. Investors poured $6.2 billion into 875 crypto startups19. Bitcoin broke the trading charts by surging up to USD 20k,
soared nearly 1400% and became the most worthy cryptocurrency.

2018
Then the cryptocurrency bubble burst in 2018 – but blockchain didn’t
crash with it. On the contrary, the cryptocurrency dip forced the
blockchain world into a period of true innovation and product
development. Many of the cryptocurrencies that have faded were those
based on speculation and hype.

2019
In 2019, it is clear that cryptocurrency is nowhere near dead. It is
starting to garner more mainstream adoption, driven by institutional
capital flowing into crypto assets. As of December 2019, there are close
to 223,000 ERC20 tokens20, as compared to 5,500 during mid-2017.
Total cryptocurrencies market cap is approximately USD240 billion as at
15 January 2020.

2020
What to expect? We will begin to see the next wave and resurgence of
cryptocurrency, with a move toward becoming a standard for payments
and value exchanges in different industries.

9
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Number of Blockchain Wallet Users
Worldwide Q1 2017 to Q3 2019 (in million)
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The number of Blockchain wallets
has been growing since the
creation of the Bitcoin in 2009,
reaching over 42 million
Blockchain wallet users at the
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Average Number of Daily Cryptocurrency
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In Q3 2019, Ethereum saw an
average of 704,720 transactions
daily22. This was more than twice
that of Bitcoin, which saw only
328,380 daily transactions in the
same quarter.
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The number of Ethereum unique
address has achieved significant
growth, reaching 81 million at the
end of November 201923, with an
average monthly increase of 2.4
million addresses in 2019.
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MARKET OVERVIEW

THE OPPORTUNITY
THE BIG PLAYERS
• These apps mostly have first-mover
advantages in their respective markets,
accumulating sizable user base.
• Most are constantly optimising and
developing more services, with attention
to user experience.
• They are often plagued with
surveillance concerns with regard to
users’ privacy.
• They are unlikely to make drastic
reforms to fully invest in new fields.

MAINSTREAM
MESSENGERS

BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY &
CRYPTO WALLETS

THE NEWCOMERS

SECURE
MESSENGERS

THE ENCRYPTORS
• End-to-end encryption is becoming a basic
requirement for today’s consumers which gives
rise to the usage of secure messengers.
• Even so, not all secure messengers are as
secure as users think. WhatsApp24,
Telegram25, Signal26 and Threema27 aren’t
free of security flaws.
• Monetisation and sustainability are a
concern for apps in this category often
lacking in a sound business model.
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• This category mainly consists of
blockchain-based messaging apps
many of which are still in the
development phase.
• Crypviser, Sylo, Adamant, BCM,
Status, etc are just some examples of
decentralised messaging apps that
also offer crypto wallets allowing
users to make P2P transfers.
• However, while decentralised chat
apps may eliminate trust issues,
data are inevitably still recorded on
the block across distributed
ledgers, which may be susceptible
to future technology breaches. It is
also a more costly form of
communication.
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OUR APPROACH

SIMPLE AND SECURE

SIMPLE & EFFICIENT

SIMPLE AND SECURE

We understand the essence of simplicity in
helping our users achieve their goals faster
and more efficiently, all while enjoying a
great user experience with the myriad of
services we intend to provide.

CRYPTO-ENABLED WALLETS
We recognise the growing crypto community
and that, crypto-enabled wallets will be the
future of payments in everyday life. We start
by making it easy for peer-to-peer transfers
over simple and secure chats.

SUPERIOR SECURITY &
PRIVACY PROTECTION
Besides providing end-to-end encryption by
default, our users are given various options
in privacy settings suited to individual
needs. We also provide the option of storing
private keys off-handset as an added
security measure.
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Perhaps no one has ever told you this until now,
the FACT is today’s prevalent security measures
can’t save you if someone has physical possession
of your smartphone, and can intimidate you into
giving up your precious password

BUT UmiChat aims to CHANGE this,
Your confidential chat data can be
PROTECTED even in adverse situations.

13
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UMICHAT
APP

04

SECURITY & PRIVACY
UmiChat seeks to provide our users with a communication platform
that is secure and reliable. The following are the main highlights of
such features on top of many more:

End-to-End Encryption
Our end-to-end encryption is always activated to ensure your
messages, photos, videos, voice messages, documents, status
updates and calls are secured from falling into the wrong hands. Only
you and the recipient have the special keys needed to unlock and
read your messages. For added protection, every message you send
has a unique lock and key. UmiChat will never have access to your
chat data.

Server Storage
No message data is ever stored on our servers. If recipients are
offline, the message is delivered as soon as they come online and all
associated data is subsequently deleted from our servers.

VPN Network (Paid Services)
UmiChat VPN directs its traffic through an overlay network consisting
of server relays to conceal a user's location and usage, with
protection from attempted network surveillance or traffic analysis. This
serves as an added layer of anonymous communication to safeguard
user’s privacy with unrestricted access to UmiChat.
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UMICHAT APP

SECURITY
AND PRIVACY (cont.)
Personal Encryption Device (Paid Services)
As with most secured chat apps, private keys are usually stored within the user’s mobile
devices, which engender physical and/or remote attacks on the device itself. Thus, the impetus
of this solution is to isolate the storage of private keys outside of the device and mitigate the
implications of such attacks.
UmiChat intends to launch a series of Bluetooth enabled Personal Encryption Devices, that are
compact, modular, and isolated for the external storage of secure private keys. This serves as
an added layer of security for users to circumvent data breaches, and deter attacks from the
extraction of data on mobile devices, SIM swap or even password breach.
Jane’s Personal Encryption
Device

Jane’s
Public Key

Bob’s
smartphone

Encrypt

Jane’s
Private Key
6EBR39720
08WBRTW5

Hello Jane!

Decrypt

Jane’s
smartphone

Hello Jane!

Personal Encryption Devices features: Bluetooth Low Energy Module • SHA-256 Hashing algorithm
and AES-256 • Resistant against electromagnetic data sniffing • Integrated ultrathin 0.8mm battery •
Double-encryption • Ultra-low power consumption
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We do not store your data.
Your chat is truly yours ONLY.
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At UmiChat, we envision to be a lifestyle choice.
We understand how our users’ wish to be protected.
We understand it is not just about us,
That we belong to a BIGGER community.

Promoting
Conversational
Commerce
Interacting
Securely

Transacting
Freely

Staying
Anonymous

Inspiring
Creativity

Engaging
Contents

And we prefer to keep things SIMPLE for YOU,
Less the worries.
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UMICHAT APP

MARKET COMPARISON
Criteria/APP

Telegram

Signal

WhatsApp

Sylo

Is the server secure?
Operator server
storage

Stores all chat data
Does not store chat
except those from
data upon delivery
encrypted chats

Is encryption turned
on by default?
Developers unable to
read user messages?
Cryptographic
Primitives
Does the app encrypt
data on the device?
(iOS & Android)

RSA 2048
AES-256
HMAC-SHA256

Is able to log all
chat data on
servers

Stores all chat data
Stores all chat data
including images,
in the blockchain
video and files

✕

If device
supports it

Possibly able

Possibly able

RSA 2048
AES-256
SHA-1

CURVE 25519
AES-256
HMAC-SHA256

CURVE 25519
AES-256
HMAC-SHA256

Undisclosed

Partial

If passphrase is
enabled

Partial

Undisclosed

Are images hidden
from OS gallery by
default?

✕

Security on app entry?

✕

Does not access
phone address book
by default

✕

Can send selfdestructing
messages

✕

✕

✕

Cannot randomly
message users

✕

✕

✕

Option for users to
store private keys in
a separate device

✕

✕

✕

✕

Allows for in-app
VPN network
configurations

✕

✕

✕

✕

Supports Crypto
Wallet

✕

✕

✕

Supports in-chat
crypto transfer?

✕

✕

✕

Supports in-chat
crypto exchange?

✕

✕

✕

✕

Has translation bot?

✕

✕

✕

✕

Minimal delay in data
transmission?

Potential delay
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UMICHAT APP

UMICHAT FEATURES

Pattern Lock, Touch ID/Face ID Lock
Pattern Lock, Touch ID Lock & Face ID Lock are optional
security functions available to our users on top of SMS OTP
authentication for login.

Chat Burn
For one-to-one chats, a user can send text, images, voice
recordings, etc that will self destruct after the recipient has
viewed the content.

UMI Bot Services
UMI Bot Services are intended for businesses to connect
with users via conversational commerce, through a simple
and intuitive setup. Any users can make use of our UMI Bot
Services to spice up their day-to-day interactions with
friends or loved ones. Chatbots can be added to any chats
by the creator or any user accounts that have been
granted permission. Chatbots can be called out by the @
function and will be able to reply to users with text, links,
videos, files and images.

Translation Bot Services
To be a truly global platform, UmiChat will introduce
translation bot services that provide users with real-time
translation within a chat itself. Users can also rest assured
that the conversation remains private and encrypted,
having no chat data stored at our servers.

19
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UMICHAT APP

UMICHAT FEATURES

Group Payment
The group payment function is a fast, effective and secure
way to help an individual create money pools. It can
handle a variety of payment scenarios: to raise funds for a
group purchase, or for regular shared expenses whereby
payments can be requested and shared with friends and
family with specific settings. Most money pooling apps use
fiat currencies, while UmiChat gives users the option to
collect payment via digital currencies without cross-border
limitations.

Stickers & Creators’ Market
UmiChat creators’ market is a platform for content creators
around the world to create and sell their stickers and
themes. After passing UmiChat‘s review process, creators’
stickers become available on the official online Umi Store.
UmiChat creators' market aims to connect creators
globally and rewards creators by offering flexible
commission schemes whereby stickers that garnered more
downloads will get a higher percentage payout thus
encouraging creators to create quality content in the
marketplace.

UMI Game
Offering mini-games in UmiChat is an excellent way to
engage users through casual gaming in a social
networking manner, a proven method to increase daily
active users. UMI aims to first develop its first few minigames before embarking on releasing an open platform for
game developers to enrich users‘ gaming experience.
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UMICHAT APP

UMICHAT WALLET

Simple Steps to Own Your Crypto Wallet
We make it fuss-free for UmiChat users to own and manage their crypto wallets, simply by
registering user accounts with us. Users can also carry out transactions with peers that are
made easier over our one-to-one in-chat exchange function.

(for illustration purpose)

An in-chat crypto-to-crypto exchange can be easily executed between peers simply by having
one party initiating an exchange request, that can be completed within seconds. Thus
providing the option of a fast and secure peer-to-peer crypto exchange platform for our users,
achievable at minimal transaction fees.

21
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UMICHAT APP

UMICHAT
ECOSYSTEM
At UmiChat we adopted a freemium model to scale up and attract a sustainable user base
without expending resources on costly ad campaigns or a traditional sales force. Instead, we
reward our users with perks in helping us to build the UMI Community. These can be people
who prefer their social interactions to be private, creative content creators, users who are
looking for anonymous payments and income streams, and businesses alike.

Free to download and install
UmiChat with access to all social
and conversational functions, on top
of complimentary security features
and secure wallets.

MI
E
E
FR

UM

M

EL
D
O

PREMIUM

Providing enhanced security and
privacy options, such as Personal
Encryption Device and UMI VPN.

WALLET EXCHANGE FEES
CONTENT MERCHANDISING

BRANDS & BUSINESSES

FREE

CONTENT CREATORS

Our premium services are targeted at users who are looking for added layers of security, these
can be frequent travellers concerned about the safety of their cryptocurrency balances when
crossing borders or people who are more susceptible to data breaches due to the nature of
their work. While we do not expect a high free-to-premium conversion rate in the initial stages,
monetization will also come in the form of driving user engagement through creative content
merchandising that promotes active engagement of content creators such as customisation of
stickers and also gaming contents. While our wallets are complimentary, transactions involving
the exchange of one cryptocurrency to another or transferring to an external wallet will involve
transactional fees.
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UMQ TOKEN
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TOKEN SPECIFICATIONS
& PRIVATE SALE
Token Name

UmiQ Token

Token Ticker

UMQ

Token Feature

Utility token powering digital
marketplace and crypto transactions
within the UmiChat Ecosystem

Token Protocol

ERC20 Ethereum Smart Contract

Type of Supply

Fixed

Total Token Supply

10,000,000,000

Token Initial Price

USD 0.10 per UMQ*

Private Sale Allocation

6,000,000,000

Payment Mode

BTC, ETH, USDT and other ERC20
based tokens**

* Crypto equivalent at time of execution
** On collaboration basis to qualifying wholesale purchasers

UmiQ Token (UMQ) is a utility token that complies with the ERC20
standard and is freely transferable on the Ethereum platform. A total
fixed supply of 10 billion UMQ tokens is intended to be issued, of
which 6 billion UMQ tokens will be made available for private sale in
Q1 2020 (60% of the total supply).
The proceeds from the private sale will be used to finance the
ongoing development and maintenance of UmiChat and associated
services.
Note: UMQ tokens do not represent any ownership right or interest in any entity, nor
in any property (including intellectual property) of any person or entity. UMQ token
holders will not have any rights nor earn any payments, benefits, returns, interest or
income from their token holdings.

23
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UMQ TOKEN

TOKEN EMISSION
Marketing 5%
Business
Development 5%

Private Sale (6bn UMQ)
will not have lock-down
restrictions following the
release of UMQ tokens
into an UmiWallet.

Ecosystem
Incentivisation 10%
Core Team
& Founders 10%

Core Team & Founders
subject to a lock-down
period of 24 months.

Reserve 10%

Private Sale 60%

FUNDS DISTRIBUTION
A 8-year plan for UmiChat
development, support and evolution:
IT Infrastructure 5%

Operations 15%

Users Acquisition &
Marketing 50%

Research &
Development 15%

Others 5%
Contingency 10%

WHITE PAPER | UMQ | Umi.Chat
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UMQ TOKEN

TOKEN ECONOMY
UMQ Token Utilisation
• In-app purchase of merchandised contents such as stickers, game crystals, etc
• Peer-to-peer payments
• Group payments within a chat group
• Creation of Chatbots
• Premium Subscriptions with UMQ as the only form of payment
• Business payments
• E-commerce payments
• Send Digital Joy Packet to UMI Friends
• Donations to creators of free contents
• Token Exchange to other crypto assets
• Part of token exchange fees
• Fees for transfer of UMQ to external wallets
• Can also be traded on other cryptocurrency exchanges

How to get UMQ?
• Private Sale (Q1 2020)
• Referring friends to join the UMI community
• Proceeds from selling merchandised contents
• Receive Digital Joy Packet from UMI friends
• In-app purchase from the Marketplace
• Can be acquired from other cryptocurrency exchanges

The various roles of UMQ
It is the aim to have UMQ fulfil various roles in our token economy,
• primarily as a” Value Exchange”, the fundamental measure of value for merchandised
contents or services transacted within UmiChat;
• as a “Toll” for fees collections;
• as a “Function” for enriching and enhancing user experience;
• as a “Currency” to provide frictionless transactions regardless of users’ physical locations; &
• as ”Income” for content creators whose works inevitably created value to the UMI
Community.

25
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GROWTH
STRATEGY
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We can’t do this alone.
To achieve a substantial user base, we aim to create a positive cycle
of recurring success for both users and businesses alike on the UMI
platform, and we know we can’t do this alone.
Our first step is to reach out to existing cryptocurrencies communities
that are likely to have umbrellas of ERC20 based projects that are
well in the pipeline or looking for diversification of portfolios. Token
swap as part of our funding initiative will help us engage entities or
individuals who have the potential to value add to our growth, by
attracting more of such users who are no strangers to the
cryptocurrency and blockchain landscape.
By leaning in, UmiChat is also able to seek opportunities with specific
businesses that we see as being potential partners that can give
UmiChat the ability to rapidly innovate and build out key
functionalities that will set us apart from competitors.
Upon acquiring our first waves of users, the next building block is to
ensure we keep our application sleek and user-friendly in welcoming
crypto-beginners to embrace the convenience, fun, and security of
the UmiChat platform. This will be coupled with various PR efforts,
including Social Media marketing.

WHITE PAPER | UMQ | Umi.Chat
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THE ROAD
AHEAD
20
20
Q1

UMQ Private Sale • Launch of UmiChat Version 1.1.x – 1.2.x • Chat burn
• Files & Media sharing • Enhancement of chat features • Enhancement of
wallet features • In-chat Exchange

Q2

Creators’ Market • Chatbot • Joy Packet • Event features • Moments •
Group Payment • Device management

Q3

VPN network beta • Group chat enhancement • Translation bot •
Enhancement of chat features • Server upgrades

Q4

Personal Encryption Devices V1 • One-to-one live chat

21
20
Q1

UMI Games • Server upgrades

VPN network upgrades • Enhancement of Creators’
Market

Q2

Q3

UMI Games upgrades • One-to many live chat

Personal Encryption Devices V2 •
Corporate accounts

Q4

22
20
Q1

Open developer platform for integration

E-commerce functions

Q2

Q3

Launch of UmiChat Version 2.0.x

27
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Server upgrades

Q4

08
PARTNERS
STRATEGIC PARTNERS
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CONCLUSION

Our findings have shown that today, most messaging app users access more than one
messaging app monthly, therefore it is not UmiChat’s goal to replace big players in the
market but to coexist and perform better in key areas.
The convergence of cryptocurrency and messaging apps has indeed caught the
attention of industry players. Having said, the current 42 million blockchain wallet users
are just a mere 1% of social media users worldwide contributing to a global
cryptocurrencies market cap of USD 190 billion. With a further untapped market of
99%, the market potential is indeed very sizable.
While we continue to explore the possibilities of the blockchain tech, UmiChat
recognises and embraces the fact that cryptocurrencies are here to stay, with a move
toward becoming a standard for payments and value exchanges in different industries,
supported by crypto wallets. Therefore we aim to be the platform that not only attracts
existing crypto communities but also bridges more people to the cryptocurrency
landscape.
No doubt, UmiChat’s success is dependent on our ability to capture the evolving
needs of our user base. A freemium strategy not only gives us the flexibility of a
revenue model in developing a sustainable user base but also represents our
commitment to ongoing innovation.
Ever hear of stories such as this: A NASA engineer flew back into the United States
from Chile. On his way through the airport, he was detained by customs officials and
not permitted to enter the country unless he unlocked his PIN-protected work phone.
Unfortunately, this is a true story of Mr. Sidd Bbikkannavar, an employee of NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, who had no choice but to compromise and his phone was only
returned to him half an hour later, after it was searched by customs officials28.
At UmiChat, we value what that is between “You & Me”, giving our users the ease of
mind, satisfaction, and fun they can derive from using our app without ever having to
compromise their chat data, even in tricky situations like the one mentioned above. This
is at the very core of UmiChat’s design and innovation with safeguarding users’ interest
as our utmost priority.
We believe we have what it takes to fulfil UmiChat’s goal in becoming the ideal lifestyle
choice as a trusted messaging app, and beyond. Be part of an exciting new era!
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LEGAL
DISCLAIMER

NO GUARANTEES
This whitepaper is for information purposes only and may be
subject to change. UmiChat cannot guarantee the accuracy
of the statements made or conclusions reached in this
whitepaper. UmiChat does not make and expressly disclaims
all representations and warranties (whether express or implied
by statute or otherwise) whatsoever, including but not limited
to: – any representations or warranties relating to
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, description,
suitability or non-infringement; – that the contents of this
document are accurate and free from any errors; and – that
such contents do not infringe any third-party rights.
UmiChat shall have no liability for damages of any kind arising
out of the use, reference to or reliance on the contents of this
whitepaper. This whitepaper may contain references to thirdparty data and industry publications. As far as UmiChat is
aware of, the information reproduced in this Whitepaper is
accurate and that its estimates and assumptions are
reasonable. However, there are no assurances as to the
accuracy or completeness of this information. Although
information and data reproduced in this Whitepaper are
believed to have been obtained from reliable sources, we
have not independently verified any of the information or data
from third party sources referred to in this whitepaper or
ascertained the underlying assumptions relied upon by such
sources.
NO OFFERS OF SECURITIES, ADVICE OR SOLICITATION
UMQ Tokens are not being structured or sold as securities.
UMQ Tokens hold no rights in UmiChat. UMQ Tokens are sold
with an intended future functionality on the platform to be
developed by UmiChat and all proceeds received during the
Token Sale may be spent freely by UmiChat on the
development of its business and platform.
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offering
document and is not an offer to sell, nor the solicitation of an
offer to buy any investment or financial instrument in any
jurisdiction. UMQ Tokens should not be acquired for
speculative or investment purposes with the expectation of
making an investment return.
This whitepaper does not constitute advice nor a
recommendation by UmiChat, its officers, directors,
managers, employees, agents, advisors or consultants, or any
other person to any recipient of this paper on the merits of
participating in the UmiChat Token Sale. Participation in the
UmiChat Token Sale carries substantial risks that could lead
to a loss of all or a substantial portion of funds contributed.

RISK SUMMARY
Before deciding to purchase and participate in tokens issued
by this project, we recommend that you read the following
carefully and fully analyse and understand the relevant
factors and risks.
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Risk of storage-related buyer negligence, including limited
access to tokens issued by this project due to the loss of
identification information, and loss of essential personal keys
related to the digital wallet. Risk of fluctuations in value in this
project and after token issuance due to the global market,
and the economic situation.
In certain jurisdictions,
existing/new regulations regarding blockchain technology
may be applied against tokens issued by this project. The
occurrence of catastrophic events, such as force majeure
and natural disasters, and other uncontrollable factors may
affect the business operation of the project. Events such as
attacks by hackers or other individuals may cause theft and
loss of token sale proceeds, theft and loss of tokens, and the
impairment of ecosystem development capabilities. The
complete functionality of the token issued by this project is
not yet complete and there is no guarantee of completion.
Tax and accounting methods of tokens issued in this project
are uncertain and may vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
The purchase of tokens issued by this project may adversely
affect tax processing, and we recommend that you find out
the independent tax advice.
In addition, there may be risks not mentioned or anticipated
by UmiChat. Within the maximum scope permitted by
applicable laws, for the damage and risks caused by
participation, including but not limited to direct or indirect
personal damage, loss of business profits, loss of business
information, and other economic losses, UmiChat will not bear
any liability.
FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This whitepaper contains forward-looking statements that
relate to UmiChat’s current expectations and views of future
events. In some cases, these forward-looking statements can
be identified by words or phrases such as “may”, “will”,
“expect”, “anticipate”, “aim”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”,
“seek”, “believe”, “potential”, “continue”, “is/are likely to” or
the negative of these terms, or other similar expressions
intended to identify forward-looking statements. UmiChat has
based these forward-looking statements on its current
expectations and projections about future events and
financial trends that it believes may affect its financial
condition, results of operations, business strategy, financial
needs, or the results of the token sale or the value or price
stability of UMQ Tokens.
Although the forward-looking statements contained in this
whitepaper are based upon what UmiChat believes are
reasonable
assumptions, these risks, uncertainties,
assumptions, and other factors could cause UmiChat’s actual
results, performance, achievements, and experience to differ
materially from its expectations which are expressed, implied,
or perceived in forward-looking statements. Given such risks,
prospective participants in this token sale should not place
undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.
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